"A new tool that I
have is learning how
my daughter is
developing. It
taught me to
understand her from
a different point of
view" – parent

NOBODY’S PERFECT PARENTING
MANITOBA ANNUAL REPORT
2018 - 2019
By: Carmen Paterson-Payne Provincial Coordinator Youville Centre

“Parents appreciate the Nobody's Perfect parenting program since it
allows them to meet new families, connect with other parents from
different cultures and to be able to find that common ground, and
discuss issues and concerns, together.”
- facilitator

The NOBODY’S PERFECT PARENTING PROGRAM is a community-based parenting education and support program
developed specifically for parents of children (birth through age five) who may be young, single, socially, culturally
or geographically isolated, or who may have limited formal education and low income. The program has been
offered in every Canadian province and territory and has been one of the most popular parenting programs in the
country for over 30 years!
NOBODY’S PERFECT goal is to improve
participants’ capabilities and to improve and
maintain the health of their children. It is a
Canadian best practice, with clear measured
impacts on positive parenting which can
readily adapted to all cultures.
The objectives are to:


promote positive parenting;



increase parents’ understanding of
children’s health, safety and behaviour;



help parents build on the skills they have
and learn new ones;



improve parents’ self-esteem and coping
skills;



increase self-help and mutual support,
and;



bring parents in contact with community
services and resources.

NOBODY’S PERFECT (NPP) is offered by trained facilitators to parents general in weekly sessions. It is based on adult
learning principles using a learner-centered and strengths-based empowerment model where the parents’ own
experiences are recognized and valued. The program builds on their existing knowledge and skills through
interactive group discussion and problem-solving learning activities.
At Nobody’s Perfect Manitoba, we are funded by Healthy Child Manitoba to provide support, training and
coordination of the program within the province, through Youville Centre. We liaise with the Public Health Agency of
Canada and the other provinces to ensure that quality assurance standards are achieved.

“Everyone got close and trusting, they did not want the program to end. The parents enjoyed
getting away from responsibilities at home and just getting together with other parents.”
“Parents learning new methods and information on parenting. eg; behaviour, what is in a first aid
kit, attachment bonding”
- facilitators
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HIGHLIGHTS 2018—2019

INSIDE THIS REPORT

Facilitators are adapting NPP for their community!
“This was my first time to be the facilitator and run a NP program. A
bit nervous, but I am so happy that I could leverage NP resources and
theory to help parents on their parenting issues. The greatest success I
think was creating different games and activities to meet parents'
needs. I pulled out all of the materials I have and customized these
activities for each of session which parents were super satisfied and
felt very useful.”
- new facilitator
This past year we have trained many people from Jordan’s
Principle.
“I'm very pleased with how adding in the Indigenous teachings
deepened conversation and reinforced the abilities and strengths
within our parents.” - facilitator
“Including Residential Schools and Traditional views on parenting
opened up a huge amount of deep, meaningful discussion that has had
a huge impact on how they saw their families (both how they were
raised and how they are raising their children). It was incredibly
powerful.”
- facilitator
Our Dads Engaging Dads Project has created a ripple effect of more
fathers accessing Nobody’s Perfect Groups and NPP Manitoba helped
to create a new set of Father Nobody’s Perfect Tip Sheets!
“This NP Dads' Group was very successful in terms of the discussions
and what the dads feel they took away from the program. We geared
the content to what was the participants needed. During our first
session, a lot of what the participants were interested in covering over
the 6 weeks were about bonding with their children, building trust
within the family unit, and fostering the love and care for one another
in their families. We utilized a lot of the activities and ice breakers
within the facilitator manual which they enjoyed. During our PARENTS
sections of the program, we created a no-sew book bag with the dads.
They made a bag out of a t-shirt and then decorated it with their children's name. They enjoyed this hands on craft activity. The following
session, one of the participants stated he took one of his old t-shirt
and did the same activity at home with his children. He loved how it
was a special bonding experience for them.
At the end of every session as
a closing, we offered a
self-care box. Each
participant would share one
thing they liked about today's
session or one thing they took
away from it. They then took
home a self-care item (body
wash, deodorant, chocolate,
etc.). During the very last
session, we utilized the
"Goodie Bag" activity in the
Nobody's Perfect activities.
The dads were excited to
share this goodie bag with
their children in boosting
self-esteem and sharing the
positive qualities about one
another. Overall, this group
was very fun and a very
positive experience for both
parents and facilitators!”

“YOU are your child’s
favourite toy”
“Playing is how your
child learns and
experiences their
surroundings.”
- MIND—Dad’s Role in Play

new NPP Father’s Tip Sheet

-facilitator

In 2018 –2019 we had double
the amount of fathers
attending programs than the
National average!
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NOBODY’S PERFECT MANITOBA PROVINCIAL OFFICE UPDATE
“As reported in our last Annual Report, the government of Vietnam entered an agreement with the Public Health
Agency of Canada to adapt Nobody’s Perfect (NPP) for their country. UNICEF, with the help from Ryerson University
in Toronto, oversaw the pilot project and training. They reviewed 29 parenting programs from across the world and
felt that NPP was the program that met their needs. Two prominent Universities will evaluate the project. As a
master trainer for NPP, I took a small leave of absence from NPP Manitoba and travelled to Hanoi in September 2018
to conduct 2 consecutive facilitator trainings. I was excited and proud to represent our province, country and of
course to share our wonderful program with the Vietnamese! When preparing for the trainings, I was nervous about
how I would be received in another country, language and culture. I wrote a note and posted it above my desk:
TRUST THE PROCESS. IT WORKS!
The beauty of a participant-centred approach to adult education (that NPP is based on) is that the learner is in
charge of making meaning to their experiences. I am not ultimately in charge of that. I am a guide in their learning
journey. However, being a guide isn't easy at times. In order to create the best learning experience for your group,
one must be prepared and flexible. One must also need to remember to give questions back to the group to help
each other. But most of all, one must get the participants to apply their new knowledge in the context of their
communities, their work and their values.
A sign of a good facilitator is like watching a duck swimming across a pond. There is beauty in the duck gliding along
the surface, but underneath his little legs and webbed feet are swimming frantically. I was definitely a duck in
Vietnam! I trusted the process, even though at times I was feeling overwhelmed with language interpretation, I
kept my legs paddling under the water. The positive feedback I received from the participants at the end of each
week was humbling. Because of the environment I created for them they felt safe to learn, grow, laugh, cry and
trust their own processes. I will be forever changed as a trainer, facilitator and master trainer because of my
experience.”
– Carmen Paterson-Payne NPP Manitoba Coordinator
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THE 2018—2019 NOBODY’S PERFECT STEERING COMMITTEE UPDATE
Nobody’s Perfect is funded by Healthy Child Manitoba and Youville Centre holds the service agreement
with them. Provincial coordination of the program is done by a part-time Coordinator. A Steering
Committee is made up of members from program stakeholders and interested organizations. Members
are responsible for making recommendations and advice on the overall strategic direction, goal setting
and coordination of Nobody's Perfect in Manitoba. As well, they actively support and contribute to
completing the activities outlined in Schedule A of the service agreement.
The committee meets up to 5 times a year.

MEMBERS:
Toni Tilston-Jones

Youville Centre

Sande Hammill

Public Health Agency of Canada

Tammy Hossack

Little Teaching Lodge Head Start, Brandon

Terrie Redekopp

Pregnancy Family Support Services

Gabriela Galli

Mosaic Newcomer Family Resource Network

Tricia Robinson

South Winnipeg Family Resource Centre

Carla Dorbolo

WRHA—Families First

Les O’Neill

Addictions Foundation of Manitoba

OUTGOING MEMBERS:

Vicki Olatundun
Catherine Cooke

Steinbach Family Resource Centre
HCMO

"I feel like I'm more
concerned about
spending time and
playing with my
children rather than
worrying about
them watching too
much TV.
The MIND book is
the best." - parent
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NOBODY’S PERFECT MANITOBA PROGRAM DELIVERY
DELIVERABLES AND NUMBERS* (April 1 2018 to March 31 2019)
* NOTE THAT NOT ALL GROUPS ARE REPORTED TO PROVINCIAL OFFICE. IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT WITH THE SWITCHOVER TO THE NATIONAL DATA COLLECTION
TOOL INSTEAD OF REPORTING DIRECTLY, SOME INFORMATION WILL BE MISSED UNTIL FACILITATORS ARE USED TO THE NEW REPORTING PROCEDURES.

134 Groups were offered



33 @ 1:1 sessions



16 Communities outside of Winnipeg offered a group

660 Parents participated



326 moms and 130 dads



146 parents identifying as Newcomers and 218 as Indigenous

Parent groups were offered in English, French, Chinese, Indigenous, Arabic and other language supports
519 Parent kits were distributed to program facilitators April 1, 2018 to March 31 2019
52 new Facilitators were trained
61 participants attended a professional learning workshop or session delivered by NPP Manitoba this year

PROGRAM AWARD WINNERS FOR 2018-2019 ARE…
Mosaic Newcomer Family Resource Network

Most sessions offered – City

Steinbach family Resource Centre

Most sessions offered – Rural

North Point Douglas Womens Centre
Family Dynamics

Most Father groups offered
2nd place most sessions offered

“I found the dads were able to
deeply explore what they are
experiencing in their families
and communities. There was a
significant shift in how close
the dads became to one another
and how open they became with
each other." - facilitator

NPP Manitoba is a leader!


Manitoba program delivery
numbers was 21% of the total
National program delivery
numbers!



And we had double the amount of
fathers attending our
programs than the National
average!
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One new stat being tracked this
year Nationally is parents starting
a group and finishing a group.
Manitoba is at 72% completion
rate. (National rate is 71%)

39 FACILITATORS CERTIFIED IN 2018—2019!
LAST

FIRST

“The families didn't feel judged and they were able to
share their experiences in a safe environment” - facilitator

ORGANIZATION

Ajenkar

Hassania

Mosaic

Ajenkar

Mounira

Mosaic

Allah Ajaouani

Arafat

Coalition francophone de la petite enfance MB

Aviv Iakya

Neta

South Winnipeg Information Centre

Bettencourt

Kristine

Ecole Varennes Family Centre

Bittern

Debbie

Poplar River First Nation Health

Brown

Robyn

Hasting School Family Centre

Bruce

Colin

Poplar River First Nation Health

Button

Taylor

Wings of Power

Cossolin

Julia

familiesforward Parent Child Coalition

Cowell

Maggie

Steinbach Family Resource Centre

Crane

Shawna

Ecole Varennes Family Centre

Crittin

Melissa

Mosaic

Fanous

Neveen

Mosaic

Gagne

Katina

Coalition francophone de la petite enfance MB

Gulma

Eyerusalem

Mosaic

Halley

Jennifer

Christine Lesperance Family Centre

Harris

Darlene

Onashiwin Aboriginal Head Start

Holeman

Zalie

Family Dynamics

Hope

Herman

Little Red Spirit Aboriginal Head Start

Agape House

Howard

Deborah

Andrews Street Family Centre

Hudson

Melody

Poplar River First Nation Health

All Nations Family
Manitoba Metis
Resource Centre (ANCR) Federation

Jackson

Kent

Headingley Correctional Centre

Klippenstein

Katherine

Poplar River First Nation Health

Lambert

Chuck

Family Dynamics

Liu

Shan

familiesforward Parent Child Coalition

Monkman

Tanya

Onashiwin Aboriginal Head Start

Moraes

Julio

South Winnipeg Family Information Centre

Mowatt

Shelley

Onashiwin Aboriginal Head Start

Munroe

Martina

Jordan's Principle

Pollendine

Irfana

Mosaic

Porth

Leteesha

Onashiwin Aboriginal Head Start

Sanderson

Jennifer

Manitoba Metis Federation

Sewrjugin

Barbara

Mosaic

Sproule

Maryanne

Family Dynamics

Thom

Bonny

Hastings School (Louis Riel School Division)

Thordorson

Susan

Onashiwin Aboriginal Head Start

Weibe

Mona

Steinbach Family Resource Centre

Family Abuse
Prevention Centre Portage

Zimmerman

Matt

Little Red Spirit Aboriginal Head Start

Family Dynamics
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AGENCIES REPORTED RUNNING A
GROUP IN 2018—2019
IRCOM

Andrews St Family
Centre

North Point Douglas
Women's Centre

Assiniboine North
Parent Child Coalition

Onashiwin Aboriginal
Head Start

CFS central

Poplar River Jordan's
Principle Program

Chemawawin Health
Authority

South Winnipeg Family
Centre

Coalition francophone
de la petite enfance MB St. Laurent Aboriginal
Crisis Pregnancy Centre Head Start
Cross Lake Education
Authority

Steinbach family
resource center

Dauphin Friendship
Centre

Swan Valley Crisis
Centre

École Varennes

Thrive Community
Support Circle

Hastings School Family
Centre

“I have completed my first Nobody's Perfect
parenting program! It was so much fun and yet so
much work! But, I loved it and I loved watching
the young parents grow in confidence and skills.”
- new facilitator
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Headingly Correctional
Centre
Little Teaching Lodge
AHS
Manitoba Metis
Federation Inc SW
Mosaic Newcomer
family resource
network

Tupper Street Family
Resource Centre
Westman Immigrant
Services
Wings of Power
Wolseley Family Place

2017 – 2019 NOBODYS PERFECT
DADS ENGAGING DADS PROJECT
Nobody’s Perfect Programs for Dads
The main focus of this 2 year project funded by the Winnipeg Foundation was to increase positive father
involvement awareness and to help strengthen agencies capacities to engage Fathers in a NPP Dad’s Program
using a peer mentor co-facilitator.
Project Partners identified positive male role model in their organization and provided a staff member to be
a co-facilitator and mentor for the ‘volunteer’. They were willing to provide flexible hours to
accommodate a need for an evening or weekend NPP program for dads. They participated in planning and
implementing a city wide Fathers and Kids Event.
9 agencies initially participated, with 2 more offering a dads group in year 2.
7 fathers were trained as NPP facilitators, co facilitating many of the father NPP groups offered.
15 father NPP groups were offered by 11 different agencies.
173 fathers reported participating in a Nobody’s Perfect Parenting Group.

“The biggest success was
seen in parents that have
never been in a program
exclusively for fathers.
Connections were made
between participants and
they commented on how
important it was to have a
place to discuss shared experiences with other fathers.”
- facilitator

“It’s a ripple
effect… we see
more and more
dads attending
groups because
of this project! “
- NPP Manitoba
Coordinator
reporting at Dad
Central Canada
Conference March
2019 Ottawa

Super Dads Super Kids Training and Nobody’s Perfect 30 years Knowledge Sharing Conference. This two day
event featured Brian Russell from Dad Central Ontario with the Super kids Super Dads program training and he
was also the Keynote for the Knowledge sharing conference on Day 2.This conference gave our volunteer dads and
partner agencies opportunity to network with other agencies.

“The project is great. We were able to buy enough supplies so as to offer more groups at no added costs.
Our Dads appreciated that a man was the facilitator. One participating dad said he was extremely
grateful that we did the group as he is a single dad and needed the supports.” - Partner Agency

Greatest success?

“The men valuing their role as fathers.” - facilitator

Super Dads = Super Kids Family Fun Day
The purpose of this public event was to celebrate the project with our
project partners while increasing awareness on the importance fathers play in
the healthy development of their children. It was an opportunity for dads and their
children to have fun and do interactive activities together while gaining knowledge and
receiving resources on the development of their children and parenting. We had over
350 fathers and their families attend with 41 volunteers helping during the day!

“Our greatest success for NPP program was having
Dad's involved with each session! This is a first for
our Head Start Program! Dads were equally engaged
as their spouse in each of our sessions. They all
enjoyed the time together with other parents.”
- facilitator

All of our 9 project partners were involved in planning, preparing for and volunteering
at the event, with many of the Dad mentors take a lead role in a variety of duties.
Red River Co-op, Dairy Farmers of Manitoba, Costco and Superstore donated items/
money for lunch and healthy snacks for all who attended! Our learning stations or
Lego, Fit Kids Healthy Kids, Hair designing for Dads, Mental Gymnastics, Puppet
making, Snack making, Photo Booth/Face Painting/Tattoos were all guided by a stamp
road map book for children. NPP Super Dads posters were developed to complement
each learning station and then shared with all NPP facilitators after the event.
“The Fun Day is something that most Dad figures hope to have more often. It has
given them the opportunity to spend more quality time with their kids!. Dads and
kids were smiling as they were leaving. They loved the event and they want it
annually”
- volunteer

Funds received from the
Winnipeg Foundation:
$55,000
Expenses: $55,001

The release of these tip sheets were
launched by Dr. Tam, Canada's Chief
Public Health Officer, at the Side By Side
National Dad Central Canada Conference
in Ottawa in March 2019.

P R O J E CT E X P E N S E S
Honorariums
14%
Equip/Supplies
17%

NPP Manitoba (Dad Central MB) co-created
with Dad Central Canada a series of 10
Nobody’s Perfect tip sheets for fathers.
We based our sheets on a variety of topics
such as the experience of being a new
dad, father’s role in play and exploration,
bullying, screen time, self-esteem and
single or step parenting, from what
fathers had indicated they wanted more
information on.

Salaries
22%

These tip sheets can be found at:
www.canada.ca/en/public-health/
services/health-promotion/childhoodadolescence/publications/nobody-perfectparenting-sheets.html#fathers

Programming
47%

Or on www.nobodysperfect.ca
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2018 – 2019 FINANCES AND OPERATIONS

LOOKING AHEAD IN
2019—2020

Revenue reported was received through core funding from Healthy Child Manitoba, facilitator
training registration fees and purchases of parent kits. Expenses reported reflect all normal
NPP Manitoba spending. A full report can be obtained by contacting the Provincial Coordinator.

We have set four goals for the
next fiscal year:

EXPEN S ES

R EVEN UE
Travel
2%

Fees
27%

Programming
29%

Coordination
64%

HCM
73%
Total: $89,025

Admin/Other
5%



Building Capacity of others



NPP Trainer Support/
Development



NPP Facilitator Support/
Development



Community Involvement

Total: $93,701



We will works towards these goals
by offering our NPP Facilitators and
Trainers professional development
workshops on topics such as being
Trauma Informed,
Engaging Fathers and adding My
Tween and Me to their
programming skill set.



We will invite other family
support practitioners to attend our
workshops and trainings so that we
can help to build a community of
practice with other agencies.



We will plan another Super Dads =
Super Kids Family Fun day!



plus we will hold our bi-yearly
Facilitator / Trainer
Conference Day in spring 2020!

Reflections from Steering Committee on Nobody's Perfect:
(Your Friend Sign) During so many years that I had my training and got the
opportunity to facilitate, I’m feeling so grateful to have the chance to be in contact
with so many people, learn from so many cultures but sharing the same goal and
feelings. Love for our children, want to do the best for them want to do the best for
them, and our families. Create a bond between parents & facilitators, and support
each other. It’s amazing the support professional development for the facilitator
trust at the end, reach families. The activities that we use to get the message and
help for parents are so engaging, fun. There always too much fun and learning in a
supportive environment, no judging, blaming. Trust empowers parents to do their best. Thanks Nobody's Perfect.
(women pilots) I am super grateful for you Carmen! And how much you are trailblazing which is why I picked this card! I am also grateful
that ‘Nobody’s Perfect’ is so culturally safe and trauma informed. What a great program!!
(snowflakes) I consistently hear from organizations, family resource centres that NPP is accessible, and relatable for all families they
serve ie) Newcomers, Indigenous, SES, etc
(dragonfly) Unique ideas, Big - deep brainstorming, Great partnerships, Soaring to new strengths
(hands) Appreciate refreshers and keeping NP ‘alive’. Many programs provide training without follow up & continued professional
development & then these programs sometimes fade away. Parents appreciate the ability to share, bond & be open with other parents.
(colored chairs) Nobody’s Perfect program enables us to connect with diverse parents and make partnerships with other agencies. The
steering committee keeps my agency ‘in the know’ about important topics and trends in parenting programming and facilitation. The
parents learn what they need to help in daily life and connect with each other
(imagine) Impressed by the innovation and forward thinking being brought toward programming, facilitation and helping communities
(We can do it) As a new Committee member – funding projects through (agency). The need to engage dads in our programming is one of
my hopes. Fathers are great role models and need support and included in current programs.
(globe) It’s far reaching potential to support families

(turtle) Slow and steady makes progress!

THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING FOR YOUR ONGOING SUPPORT:


To Healthy Child Manitoba for funding the provincial coordination of the program!



To The Public Health Agency of Canada for supporting the program across Canada and
Manitoba, especially our National Lead Cathy Ryan!



To Regional Health Authorities of Manitoba (RHAM) and Materials Distribution Agency (MDA)
who is responsible for the storage and distribution of our resources!



To all of our partner agencies who deliver Nobody’s Perfect to their communities!



And, a very special thank you, to the staff of Youville Centre for your ongoing support and
putting up with laughter and the occasional quacking noises during trainings!
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Carmen Paterson-Payne | Provincial Coordinator
Office|Cell: 204.231.3208
Nobody’s Perfect Manitoba
Fax: 204.233.1520
Youville Centre 33 Marion St
Email: carmen@youville.ca
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2H 0S8
www.nobodysperfect.ca

@nppmanitoba

Nobody’s Perfect Parenting Manitoba
Nobody’s Perfect Parenting Manitoba YouTube Channel
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